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Background to this paper….

 Co-I on WiSP project 2015-2018 – Writing in professional Social work 

Practice www.writinginsocialwork.com – 1mw corpus, 80+ interviews, 10 

observation weeks

 Widespread view among SWs that they’re portrayed negatively in the press 

and entertainment media

 Investigated this through a study of UK newspaper articles – Leedham, M. 

(2021a). ‘Social workers failed to heed warnings’: A text-based study of 

how a profession is portrayed in UK newspapers. British Journal of Social 

Work.

 Current project is broader and looks at how SWs and other caring 

professionals are portrayed on TV through exploration of TV transcripts

http://www.writinginsocialwork.com/


Why is this important?

 Public attitudes are shaped by the press and TV

 Portrayal affects recruitment and retention

 Stigmatises individuals and families 

‘a ‘a climate of fear…[in which] 
the guilt and anxiety can be all 

consuming’ 
Ayers, 2016 

‘a ‘you only ever hear the bad 
news’

Participant in Legood et al study, 
2016

‘There's huge feelings around, 
huge worries around being 
shamed in the media I think that, 
erm, the context in terms of 
austerity, and in terms of social 
work after Baby P, which I think 
has distorted quite a lot about 
what, erm, people see as 
important to record and to look 
for. ‘
WiSP participant interview 
[SW09_ch_int1]

‘There's greater scrutiny on social workers - media, etc. You know 
the pressure that puts on us, the anxiety it creates in terms of our 
practice, erm, the worry that we have. There's huge feelings 
around, huge worries around being shamed in the media’ 

WiSP participant interview [SW06_ch_int1]



Why is this important?

 Public attitudes are shaped by the press and TV

 Portrayal affects recruitment and retention

 Stigmatises individuals and families 

‘There's greater scrutiny on social workers - media, etc. You know 
the pressure that puts on us, the anxiety it creates in terms of our 
practice, erm, the worry that we have. There's huge feelings 
around, huge worries around being shamed in the media’ 

WiSP participant interview [SW06_ch_int1]

‘widespread view that the media are fundamental to the 

shaping of the public’s understanding and perception of 

social services’ Legood et al 2016 (interviews with 16 SWs)

A meta analysis of studies of how media use affects young 

people points to this contributing to ‘traditional gender role 

attitudes, appearance beliefs and sexualization,… sexual roles 

and courtship behavior, and occupational aspirations’ (Ward 
and Grower, 2020)
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Social work
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Social work

 Comparatively recent profession 

 C19 - philanthropic and amateur beginnings (Bisman, 2004)

 From 2000 - the job title ‘social worker’ has been a protected title 

requiring a recognised social work qualification and registration (D. 

N. Jones, 2018). 

 From 2002 - graduate-entry profession (Skills for Care, 2019)

 Three domains of social work: children’s, adult generic, adult 

mental health

Photos: John Birdsall



Previous work on social workers in the 

movies

 ‘If people believe what they see in the movies, social workers are mostly 

women, mostly White, middle-class, heterosexual; they mostly work in child 

welfare, are likely to be incompetent, have a tendency to engage in sexual 

relationships with clients, mostly work with people living in poverty, and mostly 

function to maintain the societal status quo’ Freeman & Valentine, 2004:159

‘overly simplistic, hostile and negative impression of the 

profession, work which is presented as predominantly 

focused on child protection and the removal of children 

from families. Social workers are typically characterised 

as incompetent, bureaucratic, well-meaning but 
misguided […] All four films illustrate the representation of 
social workers as ‘childcatchers’ and the predominant activity of 
social work as the removal of children from families.
’ Edmondson & King, 2016



… and on TV

Source: Henderson 

& Franklin, 2007

Professions in my study

Cop

Nurse

Doctor

Social worker

Priest

Teacher

Therapist

Nanny



What I’m doing differently to previous 

studies…

 very large corpus (325 million words The TV Corpus

[Davies, 2019])

 international, anglophone TV transcripts of (scripted) 

informal language

 looking at the language surrounding the term social 

worker – not characters or visual depictions

 comparing this with the language surrounding other caring 

professions

 so am looking at how characters on TV talk about SWs –

not limited to where there’s a SW in the programme. 



Research Questions

1) What are the proportions of positive, negative and neutral 

mentions of social worker(s) on TV? 

2) How does this portrayal differ from that of other caring 

professionals?

3) What is the nature of the negativity around social worker?



Data & Methodology

 Dataset from The TV Corpus part of ‘English Corpora’, formerly BYU corpora. 325m 

words of TV transcripts. 

 Focus on 2010-2017 as most recent subcorpus The TV Corpus

 Extracted concordance lines featuring different ‘caring professions’ (lines of text 

containing the search terms social worker, cop, teacher, doctor, nurse, priest, 

therapist, nanny)

 1600 randomised concordance lines (8 professions x 200 each) exported to Excel and 

classified as neg2, neg1, neutral, pos1, pos2

 All lines classified independently by 2 raters with discussion on non-matching cases and 

use of extended context

 Further iterations to ensure consistency of categories

 Subcategorisation through iterative rereading and sorting



Social worker in plot summaries

38 mentions in IMDB plot summaries from 1960s to 2017 (17 from 2010-2017)



Social worker in plot summaries

38 mentions in IMDB plot summaries from 1960s to 2017 (17 from 2010-2017)



Social worker in plot summaries

38 mentions in IMDB plot summaries from 1960s to 2017 (17 from 2010-2017)
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All professions in plot summaries
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Social worker in the TV corpus



Social worker in the TV corpus



Raw mentions of other professions



Range of the data

No. of different 

TV programmes

most 

frequently-

occurring prog name of prog

doctor 151 7 Grey's Anatomy

cop 133 16 Blue Bloods

teacher 147 4 Modern Family, Bones

social worker 116 9 The Fosters

therapist 135 12 Anger Management

nurse 129 11 Call the Midwife

nanny 116 12 Melissa and Joey

priest 121 7 Father Brown



Examples of classification



Examples of classification

mean your moms? I'm not adopted yet. Which I was reminded of when this lady from some 

charity came by to give the poor foster kid a present. So you gon na feel sorry for yourself 

cause somebody gave you a present? You got people, OK? - You heard from your social worker? -

No. I'm sure you will. Tasha's gon na be turning two. I've done everything I'm supposed to and 

they still won't give me visitation. I can't even give my baby girl a Christmas present. Well, do 

you get pictures at least? No. Not even. - But I seen her. - Where? At the park, near where she 

lives with her foster lady. How do you know where she lives? Social worker had her folder on 

the desk. If they find out that you've been, like, stalking her, - you'll never get visitation. - I'm 

not stalking her. - She's my kid. - As long as she's in the system, she belongs to the state. Look, 

you just got ta be patient. Just keep doing everything right and you'll get to see her. But don't 

go back to that park. OK. What's this? A list of gifts under $40 you can get me. - Just in case you 

drew my name. - Don't worry, I didn't. Well, just keep that list for future reference then. - Hey. 

Hey, you're, like, crafty, right? - I prefer " artistic. " Moms won't give me any money for any 

more decorations, so



Difficulties in classification

Some examples

 Negative or neutral? - Our nurse is a hypnotist? - Our nurse is a lot of things. [Cracked, 2013]

 Neg or neutral? Oh, my God. He was a heroin addict. My mother the social worker hired a 

recovering heroin addict. [13 Reasons Why, 2017]

 Pos or neg? - Look at me. I am an awesome, brilliant therapist. Why? I have anger issues, I 

drink too much, and there's a good chance I'm a sex addict. [Anger Management, 2013]

Excluded data

 Character or programme names e.g. Doctor Who, Nanny McPhee, Beverley Hills Cop

 As title or addressee e.g. Doctor Brown, Nanny Smith, Nurse

 References outside the profession e.g. nanny as grandmother (where known)

 Profession name used as verb e.g. nurse back to health, to cop out

 Character profession given in transcript as stage direction e.g. Priest: that explains why…

 Reference to non-person nouns e.g. doctor’s note, nurse’s station

 Fixed expressions Good cop, bad cop, it’s a fair cop



Not a social worker…

SWs are not trustworthy

 ‘This is Justina. She is a Foster care advocate not a social worker or a cop, so you can trust her.’ (The Fosters, US drama, romance)

SWs have a particular job: communicating, caring, supporting

 ‘Guv, I'm a copper, not a social worker! Do I look like a lass with a degree in making tea? This is not our job.’ (Inspector George Gently, UK 
crime, drama, mystery)

 ‘You could've notified his wife, sir. I'm not a social worker. ‘ (Fear the walking dead)

 I'll be right back. I'm gonna go update the wife again. Dr. Grey, you're a surgeon, not a social worker. [Grey’s Anatomy, 2011]

 Well, you have a huge heart. That's why I love you. But you're not a social worker. You've done everything you could. [Ghost Whisperer, 2006]

 After everything I told you, Karen! I'm not a social worker! If people drink, I assume they can handle it. [Shameless,  2006]

 I'm a cop, not a social worker. You do your job, I'll do mine. [ER, 1998]

 Hey, I'm a lawyer, not a social worker. I represent the little buggers. Doesn’t mean I have to like them. [Law & Order, 1993]

SWs are nice, helpful people 

 ‘Maybe you can help me. I'm not a social worker.’ (Highlander)

 ‘I broke its neck. I killed it, Professor. If you did, you're a hero, Mr. Mallory. This is an invading soldier, don't forget, not a social worker.’ 
(Sliders, US adventure, fantasy, sci fi)



Comparing across professions
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Is negativity inevitable?

 TV dramas exaggerate - characters are extreme, storylines are more dramatic  
than real life

 Social workers are present for crises - people don’t choose to have them in 
their lives

 Do writers simply fall back on stereotypes?

 Many other professions feel they are poorly represented:

 Nurses - ‘invisible on screen’ ‘Outdated and negative stereotypes’ 
(Weaver et al., 2013)

 Police - ‘stigmatized’ and ‘tainted’ (Chatterjee, 2020)

 Advertising professionals stigmatised as ‘mad men’ (Cohen & Dromi, 2018)

 Exceptions: forensic scientists (big increase in uni applications), government 
workers (‘West Wing’) e.g. Jurkowitz, 2004

 What is the nature of the negativity in social work? 



Types of 

negativity 

around social 

worker
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Naughty nanny, slutty nurse, hot teacher



Dirty cop, questionable doctor



Female-dominated professions and 

sexualised language
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A meta analysis of studies of how media use affects young people 

points to this contributing to ‘traditional gender role attitudes, 

appearance beliefs and sexualization,… sexual roles and courtship 

behavior, and occupational aspirations’ (Ward and Grower, 2020)



Some conclusions… and further 

questions

A reminder of my original research questions:

1) What are the proportions of positive, negative and neutral 
mentions of social worker(s) on TV? 

2) How does this portrayal differ from that of other caring 
professionals?

3) What is the nature of the negativity around social worker?



Some conclusions…
 Lots of negativity around social worker in TV transcripts – but also negativity around other 

professionals

 Social worker portrayal dominated by children’s care – other professionals distancing themselves 
(I’m a .. not a social worker)

 Plots of TV programmes featuring social workers are mainly negative about the profession. SW 
characters function as a plot device.

 Negativity subclassifications of social worker concordance lines include: bureaucratic, judgmental, 
childsnatcher, unwanted, personal behaviour, sexualised/appearance

 Female-dominated professions in general appear more likely to be subject to sexualised language 
and comments on appearance

And questions…

 Does the sexualised evaluation of women in a profession 

then extend to men in that profession?

 How far does this reinforce or extend negative 

stereotyping around female-dominated professions?

 How far do the TV transcripts reflect real life?
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